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Image compression is an important part of image processing, also an important 
issues to be solved in image storage and transmission. The image compression 
technology has been studied for decades and has got ome achievements, JPEG and 
JPEG2000 have been developed. However, for some special images such as facial 
image which is small but has rich content, the quality of reconstructed image is not 
satisfactory under low bit rate compression condition. Therefore, introducing new 
theoretical method to low bit rate compression of facial images is very meaningful. 
Valid image representation is the basis of image processing, the sparsity of 
transform coefficients is very important for compression performance. To overcome 
the insufficiency of commonly used DCT and Wavelet transform, this paper apply the 
theory of adaptive over-complete sparse representatio s o the filed of facial image 
compression. Specifically, progress has been made in the following areas: 
Firstly, this paper presents a new adaptive overcomplete dictionary construction 
algorithm: K-PCA. The algorithm is improved by the K-SVD algorithm, used to train 
complete dictionary, in order to achieve a valid representation of the image. 
Compared with the K-SVD, our algorithm do improvement mainly in construction of 
the initial dictionary and the atom update. By denoising experiments proved the 
reliability of the dictionary training algorithm. The reliability of the dictionary 
training algorithm has been proved in image denoisig experiments. The algorithm is 
then applied to facial image compression. The experimental results demonstrate that 
the proposed method is much better than JPEG and JPEG2000 in both objective 
performance and visual quality, achieve low bit rate f cial image compression. 
Secondly, this paper proposes a new facial image compression algorithm based 
on adaptive dual dictionaries to further increase the compression ratio. With the idea 
of image super resolution via sparse representation, we can enforce the similarity of 
sparse representations between the low resolution and high resolution image patch 
pair with respect to their own dictionaries by jointly training two dictionaries for the 
low and high resolution image patches. Low resolutin facial images are generated by 
downsampling real facial images, the sparse representation of a low resolution image 















sparse representation of a low resolution image can be applied with the high 
resolution image dictionary to generate a high resolution facial image. The 
experimental results show that the proposed method can realize facial image 
compression at very low bit rate (bit rate less than 0.125bpp). 
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余的正交变换，如 JPEG是基于 DCT，JPEG2000是基于 DWT。JPEG2000相比



















Analysis）的方法，主要有 E. J. Candes和 Donoho等人提出的 Ridgelet变换[2]和
Curvelet变换[3]，Donoho提出的 Wedgelet变换[4]和 Edgelet变换[5]，M. N. Do等

















基于超完备字典的稀疏表示研究始于 20世纪 90年代，1993年 Mallat 等人
首次提出应用超完备 Gabor字典对信号进行稀疏分解的思想，并引入了匹配追踪
（Matching Pursuit，MP）算法[9]。针对稀疏分解过程，已经发展了多种算法，
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